Abstract. Continuous transpiration an,d 3-gauge measurements were made on cotton plants, the stomatal apertures of which had been induced to oscillate, thus allowing a water balance to be made, and leaf potential to be measured as functions of time. Analyses showed phase differences between the water entering and leaving the leaf. Also, from the phase relationship between the flow into the leaf -and the water potential in the leaf it was shown that the water potential in the xylem of the plant also oscillated. This is proposed as a necessary condition for the stomates of all the leaves of a plant 'to oscillate in phase.
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It is convenient to describe the dynamics of the phenomena using a simple electrical analogue, and the usefulness and limitations of the model are discussed.
Cyclic oscillations in stomatal aperture. transpiration rate and photosynthetic rate with periods of the order of 1 estimates of the superficial density (mg dm 2) of ing force for water-flow into the leaf. Thus it is possible that, wlveni a plant undergoes oscillations in stomatal aperture. there is cycling not only in the rate of water loss from the leaves but also in bothl the rate of water influx through the petiole and the water content of the leaf itself. This work was undertaken to show the relationship between the flow of wate:, into the petiole and the rate of water loss to the atmosphere for a plant which has been induced to cycle, and to try to indicate the mech'anism by which the oscillations are sustained.
Materials and Methods
Cotton plants (Gossypiumn barbadense L. var. Pima S-2) were grown in Hoagland's solution in a glasshouse anid were about 2 months old when used. Cotton was chosen for this study because it cycles readily and has leaves with large interveinal areas for ,B-gauging.
A Plexiglas leaf chamiber (Fig. 1) , wlhich had a ,8-gauge built inlto it, was used to enclose a l,eaf.
The f8-gauge ('11) was made using a Tc-99 source and a Geiger-Muller tube. and was calibrated with aluminum absorbers. This f8-gauge gave successive the enclosed leaf every 80 sec. Thus the rate of change of leaf water contenit on a unlit area basis, m2 (mg dm-2 min-') could be calculated by taking the derivative with time of the superficial densities. The derivatives at each time, t was obtained from the slope of the least-squares line passing througl the 9 points bracketing 'the time, t.
The rate of water loss from the enclosed leaf, Pi7, (mlg dn2 min) was measured with a differential psychometer (1, 13 The apparatus was first tested with 2 simple experiments. First, wet filter paper was enclosed in the Plexiglas chamber so that m3 could be compared to it,2 when ?li was zero. Fig. 2 shows that, while there are discrepancies between the 2 measurements, the mean transpiration rate calculated from ,8-gauge measurements agrees with the results obtained with the differential psychrometer.
In the second set of experiments, an attached leaf was allowed to come to a steady state in the chamtber and the petiole was then cut in air so that th, would be zero while 4;4 and 1;z3 were measured. Fig. 2 shows that there is a good correlation between the rate of water loss as determined by the depends upon the stomatal resistance. However, the stomatal aperture is controlled by the water potential in the leaf, so that the leaf water balance results from a control system with negative feedback. The circuit shown is related to that of a feedback oscillator (10) . For oEcillations to be sustained, a phase shift of 180°is required between points A and B, which necessitates at least 3 well chosen R-C units; consequently, the circuit. as !it stands should not oscillate, although a damped oscillation is possible. Thus this simple model does not fully describe the dynanmic behavior of an oscillating plant. However, the model was analyzed with an analogue computer using a range of feasible values for the parameters. Based upon observations when damped oscillations occurred, the model is consistent, qualitativelv, with the following experimental results: 1. The average potential of the leaf was out of phase with the tran'spi ration rate, which has also been reported previously (1,4). 2. The flow into the petiole was out of phase with the flow out of the leaf. 3 . The water potential in the xylem oscillated.
A realistic model must also explain how root resistance (1) was implicated in the oscillation. For the model to sustain an oscillation there are 2 requirements: first the 180°phase shift already mentioned, and secondly the effective gain in the feedback loop must exceed the attenuation (or damping) of the water potential wave as it passes along the spongy mesophvll to the guard cell. In the present context the gain in the feedback loop is directly related to the slope of the curve of the stomatal conductance as a function of the steadv state water potential in the leaf. This slope ( 15, 18) increases with decreasing water potential. It is suggested, therefore, that the necessary condition of restricting the supply of water to the leaves before oscillationts will occur results from the need to have the water potential of the leaves at a value where the slope of the stomatal conductance versus potential is sufficiently great.
In passing it is noted that the model proposed by Meleschenko and Karmanov (9) oscillates, but has the serious disadvantage that arrangement of components do not show direct physical correspondence with a plant. The present model would probably oscillate if the lumped R-C between A and B of Fig. 4 were partitioned into sufficient separate R-C units, con,sistent with the fine structure of the cells in the flow path. At present it is not clear how the partitioning should be done. GUARD 
